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ABSTRACT
Acquisition and tracking of Starlink low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite signals in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime is
considered. Starlink’s highly dynamic downlink LEO signal model is derived, leading to coherence conditions for which the
signals can be blindly tracked in low SNR regime. Next, the full-bandwidth Starlink beacon is estimated, and a time-bandwidth
analysis of this beacon is presented. Finally, joint code and carrier phase Kalman filter-based loop is proposed for tracking
Stralink LEO downlink signals in low SNR regime. Experimental results are presented showing successful Doppler tracking
of 10 Starlink LEO satellites with a stationary receiver in low SNR regime. The Doppler observables were fused in a batch
nonlinear least-squares estimator to yield a two-dimensional (2D) positioning error of 21.2 m, starting from an initial estimate
100 km away from the receiver’s true position.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the known limitations of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), there is an ever increasing interest in alternative
positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) systems. Literature over the past decade explored the use of ambient terrestrial
radio frequency signals of opportunity (SOPs) for PNT (Raquet et al., 2021; Souli et al., 2022; Fokin and Volgushev, 2022).
Examples of terrestrial SOPs exploited for PNT include: (i) AM/FM radio (Chen et al. (2020)), (ii) cellular (e.g., 3G (Khalife
et al. (2016)), 4G (Tian et al. (2023)), and 5G (del Peral-Rosado et al. (2022)), and (iii) digital television (Jiao et al., 2023).

The birth of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite megaconstellations has resulted in tremendous interest in exploring the use of their
signals for PNT (Kassas et al., 2019; Jardak and Jault, 2022; Prol et al., 2022; Janssen et al., 2023; Menzione and Paonni, 2023;
Prol et al., 2023). Numerous studies have been published over the past few years addressing various challenges in opportunistic
PNT with LEO, from addressing space vehicle (SV) orbit, clock, and propagation errors (Mortlock and Kassas, 2021; Morton
et al., 2022; Cassel et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2023; Zhao et al., 2023; Wu et al., 2023; Jiang et al., 2023; Ye et al., 2023; Saroufim



et al., 2023); receiver and signal design (Tan et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2020; Bilardi, 2021; Kassas et al., 2021; Egea-Roca et al.,
2022; Huang et al., 2022; Pinell et al., 2023; Yang et al., 2023); and analyzing the estimation performance (Farhangian et al.,
2021; Hartnett, 2022; Singh et al., 2022; Jiang et al., 2022; More et al., 2022; Shi et al., 2023; Guo et al., 2023; Kanamori et al.,
2023; Sabbagh and Kassas, 2023).

Whenever the LEO downlink signal structure is sufficiently known, designing a receiver that could acquire and track such
signals becomes a “classic” receiver design problem. Examples of LEO constellations with sufficient knowledge about their
downlink signal include Orbcomm and Iridium. Nevertheless, new LEO megaconstellations, such as Starlink and OneWeb, do
not disclose public information about their signals. This challenge can be addressed with blind signal processing techniques.
Previous research was capable of estimating downlink sequences in direct sequence spread spectrum communication systems
(Tsatsanis and Giannakis, 1997; Burel and Bouder, 2000; Choi and Moon, 2020; Li et al., 2023), for GPS/GNSS signals
under non-cooperative conditions (Merwe et al., 2020; Rui et al., 2022), and for orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) signals (Bolcskei, 2001; Tanda, 2004; Liu et al., 2010). In the context of LEO, (Neinavaie et al., 2021; Kozhaya and
Kassas, 2022) developed blind Doppler tracking approaches for Obrcomm LEO SVs; while (Khalife et al., 2022) was the first to
successfully apply blind signal processing techniques on Starlink LEO signals, yielding carrier phase observables, from which a
stationary receiver was localized with a two-dimensional (2D) error of 25.9 m with signals from six Starlink LEO SVs. Another
blind approach, based on matched subspace detection, was developed in (Neinavaie et al., 2022; Neinavaie and Kassas, 2023b),
yielding Doppler observables, from which a stationary receiver was localized with a 2D error of 10 m (with pure tones) and 6.5
m (with OFDM signals in addition to pure tones) from the same six Starlink LEO SVs. A blind spectral-based approach was
developed in (Kozhaya and Kassas, 2023), yielding Doppler observables, from which a stationary receiver was localized with a
2D error of 4.3 m with the same six Starlink LEO SVs. In (Kozhaya et al., 2023; Kassas et al., 2023), it was demonstrated that
this approach is rather general, referred to as LEO-agnostic, and is capable of acquiring and tracking LEO signals regardless of
their modulation and multiple access schemes. In addition to Starlink LEO, the approach was successfully applied to OneWeb,
Orbcomm, and Iridium LEO SVs, yielding Hz-level-accurate Doppler tracking, from which a stationary receiver was localized
with a 2D error of 5.1 m with 2 OneWeb, 4 Starlink, 1 Iridium, and 1 Orbcomm LEO SVs. Starlink’s OFDM signal structure
was later disclosed in (Humphreys et al., 2023), while (Yang and Soloviev, 2023; Jardak and Adam, 2023) studied tracking of
Starlink’s pure tones with a low-noise block (LNB) and (Stock et al., 2023) analyzed the Starlink user uplink signals for PNT.

In general, the fact that LEO SVs are closer to Earth implies a higher received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, new
LEO constellations, such as Starlink, employ phased antenna arrays (Chi et al., 2023) to beamform their signals toward their
subscribing users (Neinavaie and Kassas, 2022, 2023a). As such, the SNR is only high whenever an opportunistic receiver is
in the vicinity of an active user terminal. This phenomenon was witnessed whenever the previously designed blind algorithms
(Neinavaie and Kassas, 2023b; Kozhaya and Kassas, 2023), which successfully tracked Starlink LEO signals in Southern
California, USA, in which active Starlink user terminals were nearby; failed to track Starlink signals in Columbus, Ohio, USA,
which, at the time of performing the experiments, was not within Starlink’s coverage. This paper addresses the challenge of
tracking LEO SVs in low SNR regime, from which navigation observables can be generated. To the author’s knowledge, this
challenge has not been addressed yet in the literature.

This paper focuses makes the following contributions: (i) derives the conditions under which Starlink’s downlink LEO signals
can be blindly tracked in low SNR regime, (ii) presents a time-bandwidth analysis of the estimated downlink beacon, (iii) designs
a joint code and carrier phase Kalman filter (KF)-based tracking loop capable of tracking LEO SVs in low SNR regime, and
(iv) presents experimental results of 10 Starlink LEO SVs tracked in low SNR regime, from which a stationary receiver was
localized with a 2D error of 21.2 m, starting from an initial estimate 100 km away from the receiver’s true position.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II derives the signal model. Section III presents the Starlink blind beacon estimation
framework. Section IV presents the proposed signal acquisition and tracking approach. Section V shows the experimental
tracking and positioning results in low SNR regime. Section VI gives concluding remarks.

II. SIGNAL MODEL
This section derives the received signal model under assumptions associated with a highly dynamic channel between a LEO
SV and a ground based opportunistic receiver. This paper assumes the existence of repetitive sequences in the downlink LEO
SV signal. Almost all communication channels require a periodic sequence referred to as the beacon. Examples of such
periodic sequences are: (i) pseudorandom noise codes used in spread spectrum code division multiple access (CDMA) systems
like cellular 3G (3GPP2 (2011)), GPS (Navstar GPS (2015)), and Globalstar LEO Hendrickson (1997), and (ii) the primary
synchronization block utilized in OFDM modulation in cellular 4G (3GPP (2010)) and cellular 5G (3GPP (2018)). Let s(t)
and m(t) denote the beacon with period Tsub and the user data sent by a LEO SV, respectively. This paper assumes that
these two signal components are uncorrelated. Define, x(t) ≜ s(t) + m(t) as the transmitted LEO signal which becomes
xc(t) ≜ x(t) exp(j2πfct) after carrier modulation, where fc is the carrier frequency. Define the variables δLOS(t) as the
line-of-sight time-of-flight between the LEO SV and the opportunistic receiver, δatm(t) as the atmospheric delay the transmitted



signal experiences as a result of propagating through the ionosphere and troposphere, and δclk(t) as the clock mismatch between
the LEO SV and the opportunistic receiver. Now, define τ(t) ≜ δLOS(t) + δatm(t) + δclk(t) as the apparent delay observed at
the receiver. Therefore, the received signal before carrier wipe-off can be expressed as

rc(t) ≜ xc (t− τ(t)) + nc(t)

= x(t− τ(t)) exp
[
j2πfc [t− τ (t)]

]
+ nc(t). (1)

x(t) captures the channel noise, which is modeled as a complex Gaussian white random process with power spectral density of
N0

2 . After carrier wipe-off and filtering, the received base-band signal is expressed as

rb(t) ≜ rc(t) exp
[
− j2π(fc − fe)t

]
= x(t− τ(t)) exp{j

[
θ(t) + 2πfet

]
}+ nb(t),

where fe is the frequency error of the LNB down-converter, θ(t) ≜ −2πfcτ(t) and nb(t) is the base-band low-pass filtered
version of nc(t). Note that because a commercial LNB utilizes a temperature-compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) with
expected error in the

[
0, 30

]
kHz range and the clock is not disciplined to GNSS, fe cannot be ignored. Define the support

function wTsub
(t) as

wTsub
(t) ≜

{
1, t ∈ [0, Tsub)

0, otherwise.

In this paper, θk(t) ≜ θ(t)wTsub
(t − tk) is approximated by its second order Taylor series expansion (TSE) at time instant

tk = t0 + kTsub, where t0 is some initial time, and k is the sub-accumulation index, according to

θk(t) ≈ θ0(tk) + θ̇(tk)(t− tk) +
1

2
θ̈(tk)(t− tk)

2

= θ0(tk) + fD(tk)(t− tk) +
1

2
ḟD(tk)(t− tk)

2, (2)

where fD(t) is the apparent Doppler shift, ḟD(t) is the apparent Doppler rate, and t ∈ [0, Tsub). Equivalently, τ(t) can be
expressed as

τk(t) ≈ τ0(tk) + τ̇(tk)(t− tk) +
1

2
τ̈(tk)(t− tk)

2. (3)

Furthermore, the received signal r∗k(t) before carrier phase wipe-off using the carrier phase estimate denoted θ̂k(t) generated
by the tracking loop discussed in Section IV at the k-th sub-accumulation can be expressed as

r∗k(t) ≜ rb(t)wTsub
(t− tk)

= sk(t) exp
{
j
[
θk(t) + 2πfet

]
}+ n∗

k(t), (4)

where sk(t) ≜ s(t − τk(t))wTsub
(t) and the term n∗

k(t) ≜ [nb(t− τk(t)) +m(t− τk(t))]wTsub
(t) represents the lumped

user data and channel noise. The received signal rk(t) after carrier wipe-off using the carrier phase estimate, denoted θ̂k(t),
generated by the tracking loop discussed in Section IV, can be expressed as

rk(t) = r∗k(t) exp{−j
[
θ̂k(t) + 2πf̂et

]
}

= sk(t) exp
[
jθ̃k(t)

]
+ nk(t), (5)

where θ̃k(t) = θk(t)− θ̂k(t) + 2π(fe − f̂e)t is the residual carrier phase and f̂e is the Doppler ambiguity estimate of the LNB
clock error generated in Section IV.

III. STARLINK DOWNLINK BEACON ESTIMATION
This section presents the beacon estimation framework used to estimate Starlink LEO SV’s downlink beacon. Next it analyzes
the time-frequency characteristics of this beacon.



1. Signal Capture Setup
This subsection presents the blind beacon estimation framework to estimate the repetitive sequence in Starlink’s LEO downlink
signals. For this purpose, a high-gain signal capture setup was used (see Figure 1). An LNB with 2.5 dB noise figure is mounted
on a 30 dBi Ku-Band parabolic antenna to collect high SNR Starlink signals. The RF signal is then fed into a stationary National
Instrument (NI) universal software radio peripheral (USRP) X-410 whose sampling frequency was set to 500 MHz. This allows
for estimation of the full bandwidth beacon of Starlink which spans 240 MHz. The total experiment duration was 60 seconds.

Figure 1: Block diagram of high-gain Starlink signal capture setup.

2. Blind Beacon Estimation
The continuous-time signal in (4) was sampled at a constant sampling interval Ts = 1/Fs. The discrete-time received signal
before carrier wipe-off at the k-th sub-accumulation can be written as

r∗k[n] = s[n− dk[n]] exp (jΘk[n]) + n∗
k[n], (6)

where n ∈ [0, L− 1]; s[n] is the discrete-time equivalent of s(t) with period L = Tsub/Ts; Θk[n] and dk are the discrete-time
carrier phase and code phase, respectively, of the received signal at the k-th sub-accumulation; and n∗

k[n] is the discrete-time
equivalent of n∗

k(t). Note that Θk[n] is made to include the effects of the frequency clock error fe for ease of further analysis.
Let M denote the number of sub-accumulations used per accumulation. In order to maintain carrier phase coherence in any
correlation-based receiver over the accumulation interval, the following condition must be satisfied

2f̃DMTsub +
˜̇
fD(MTsub)

2 ≪ 1

2
, (7)

where f̃D and ˜̇
fD are the errors associated with the estimates of the Doppler fD and Doppler rate ḟD. Also, to maintain code

phase coherence over the accumulation interval, the following condition must be satisfied

˜̇τMTsub + ˜̈τ(MTsub)
2 ≪ 1

Fs
, (8)

where ˜̇τ and ˜̈τ are the errors associated with the estimates of the code phase rate τ̇ and code phase acceleration τ̈ . Knowing
that the maximum realized Doppler rate for Starlink is ḟD ≈ 3 kHz and that τ̈ = −ḟD

Fc
, it can be seen that the maximum error

˜̈τ ≈ 0.27µs/s2 . Therefore, for a reasonable choice of number of sub-accumulations M , τ̈ can be ignored and (8) simplifies to
˜̇τMTsubFs ≪ 1.

The first step in beacon estimation is verifying the existence of a repetitive sequence. Figure 2 shows the normalized auto-
correlation profile of a 100 ms window of the collected signal. The repetitive peaks with spacing Tsub = 4/3 ms validates
the existence of the repetitive sequence. Furthermore, in the beacon estimation stage, choosing M = 1 is sufficient given the
high signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the collected signal. Let T denote the total number of accumulations used for beacon
estimation, which was chosen to be 70 herein. Given these choice of T and M under the conditions (7) and (8), the blind beacon
estimator should be able to resolve for the relative carrier phase shift, Doppler shift, and code phase shift between the different
accumulations.

Let rk denote the complex vector form of (6) such that

rk ≜
[
r∗k[0], . . . , r

∗
k[L− 1]

]
, y ≜

[
rT
1 , . . . , r

T
T

]
,



Figure 2: Normalized auto-correlation of a 100 ms window of Starlink’s received signal.

Algorithm 1 Beacon Estimation Algorithm
Input y, Ts, γ
Output ŝ

ŝ← y[0], w ← 0
for k = {1, . . . , T − 1} do

[∆d̂k,∆f̂D] = argmaxd,∆fD

∣∣(ŝ ⋆ rT
k exp[j2π∆fDnTs]

)
[d]

∣∣2
R =

(
ŝ ⋆ rT

k exp[j2π∆f̂DnTs]
)
[∆d̂k]

if |R| > γ then
w ← w + 1

ŝ← w
w+1 ŝ+

1
w+1circshift

(
rT
k,∆d̂k

)
exp[j(2π∆fDnTs + ∠R)]

else
continue

end if
end for

where y is a matrix containing all T sub-accumulations of the received signal described in (6) that will be used for beacon
estimation. Next, the beacon estimation algorithm is performed according to Algorithm 1. First, the initial accumulation is
taken as a reference signal. Second, the reference signal is correlated with the next available accumulation in search for the
best estimates of the relative code phase shift ∆d̂k and relative Doppler shift ∆f̂D, which maximize the correlation between the
beacon estimate ŝ and the current available accumulation. Note that this method works only under the assumption of high SNR
data, i.e. the correlation between two consecutive accumulations is capable of producing a prominent peak. Let,

(s ⋆ r)[d] =

L∑
n=1

s∗[n]r [mod(n+ d, L)] ,

denote the discrete-time circular cross-correlation of s and r where mod(·, ·) denotes the modulo operator. Next, if the magnitude
of the correlation passes the predetermined threshold γ, the beacon estimate is updated using the estimates ∆d̂k, ∆f̂D, and
the current accumulation. This process is repeated until the all the M accumulations are used, and then the beacon estimation
process is complete. Note that because the algorithm relies on initializing the reference signal as an arbitrary accumulation, the
resulting beacon contains a Doppler ambiguity. However, this carrier phase ambiguity can be resolved by tracking an arbitrary
Starlink SV Doppler using the tracking loops in Section IV. After that, for beacon estimation purposes only, the position of the
receiver is used to generate the expected Doppler measurements from the TLE + SGP4, and then the Doppler ambiguity would
be the Doppler shift that would minimize the total error between the measured Doppler and estimated Doppler from TLE +
SGP4.

3. Beacon Analysis
This section analyzes the Starlink LEO beacon in the downlink channel. Figure 3 shows the amplitude of 40 ms of the high SNR
Starlink LEO downlink signal. It is observed that the downlink signal is non-stationary with varying power levels, even between
two consecutive sub-accumulation intervals. This highlights the importance of (i) increasing the number of sub-accumulations



used, M , for any correlation-based receiver to increase the probability of getting higher power frames per accumulation, and
(ii) the threshold γ defined in the beacon estimation stage which prevents low power sub-accumulations from skewing the
beacon estimate. The auto-correlation profile of the beacon versus signal bandwidth is shown in Figure 4. As expected, the
auto-correlation profile peak width decreases as the bandwidth of the beacon increases to reach the full bandwidth at 240 MHz.
However, under condition (8), it is most favorable to choose the lowest Fs sufficient for acquisition and tracking purposes.
Furthemore, let Rx[d] = (x ⋆ x)[d] denote the discrete circular auto-correlation function. It is also observed that for an Fs

of 2.5 MHz, ∠Rx[1] ≈ ∠Rx[0] + π and |Rx[1]| ≈ 0.33 |Rx[0]|. This implies that a large choice of M results in worse
correlations in the absence of code phase rate compensation. This amplifies the importance of satisfying condition (8) for code
phase coherence.

Figure 3: Amplitude of 40 ms of received signal.

Figure 4: Auto-correlation profile of estimated beacon versus bandwidth.

IV. STARLINK SIGNAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
This section explains the acquisition stage and tracking loops used to track Starlink LEO SVs’ Doppler without a high gain
signal capture setup. All what follows assumes that M = 5 and Fs = 2.5 MHz to satisfy conditions (7) and (8). Let, K denote
the accumulation index and n ∈

[
0, MTsub

Ts − 1
]
.

1. Acquisition

The acquisition stage follows the typical maximum likelihood estimator of the code phase d̂K and f̂D,K , expressed as

[d̂K , f̂D,K ] = argmaxd,fD
∣∣(ŝ ⋆ rT

K exp[j2πfDnTs]
)
[d]

∣∣2



It is noted that the granularity of the Doppler search space, call it ∆fD, should satisfy condition (7) such that maximum Doppler
error is f̃D = ∆fD

2 and the maximum Doppler rate error is ˜̇
fD = 3 kHz/s2.

2. Kalman Filter Tracking
A KF approach is proposed to track both the code and carrier phase. Note that even though the estimated beacon is unambiguous,
the resulting Doppler measurements will still contain an ambiguous Doppler shift term. This is because the LNB is expected
to have nonzero frequency error at the time of data collection. This is the reason why the following tracking model will
assume disjoint dynamics between the code phase and carrier phase. However, the ambiguity term can still be resolved by
minimizing the error between the rate of the tracked code phase and the tracked Doppler after tracking is complete. Let

x(t) ≜
[
θ(t), θ̇(t), θ̈(t), τ(t), τ̇(t)

]T
be the state vector whose dynamics is modeled as ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +w(t),

A ≜


0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

 ,

where w(t) is a zero-mean white noise process with covariance matrix Q = diag
[
0, 0, (2π0.2)2, 0, 1

]
. The discrete equivalent

of the above model is xK+1 = FxK +wK , discretized at uniform intervals of MTsub with xK ≜
[
θK , θ̇K , θ̈K , dK , ḋK

]T
,

where

F = eAMTsub , Qd =

∫ MTsub

0

eAtQ
(
eAt

)T
dt,

such that Qd is the covariance matrix of wK , which is the discrete-time equivalent of w(t). The observation model is
zK = CxK + vK where,

C ≜

[
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

]
, vk ∼ N

([
0
0

]
,

[
σ2
θ̇

0

0 σ2
τ

])
,

where the measurement noise variances σ2
θ̇

and σ2
τ are set to (2π0.2)2 Hz2 and 3.9 µs2 respectively. Define the prompt, early,

and late correlations in both time and frequency as

Sp(K) = |⟨rK [n], s[n]⟩|2

Se
t (K) = |⟨rK [n], s[n−BtFs]⟩|2

Sl
t(K) = |⟨rK [n], s[n+BtFs]⟩|2

Se
f (K) = |⟨rK [n], s[n] exp[−j2πBfnTs]⟩|2

Sl
f (K) = |⟨rK [n], s[n] exp[+j2πBfnTs]⟩|2 ,

where term Bt is chosen to be 0.2 µs in accordance with the auto-correlation profile in Figure 4, and Bf is chosen to be 500 Hz
to approximate the 3 dB bandwidth of the beacon correlation in the frequency-domain. Finally, the measurement pre-fit residual
is defined as ỹK =

[
˜̇
θK , d̃K

]⊺
where

˜̇
θK =

Se
f (K)− Sl

f (k)

Se
f (K) + Sl

f (K)
, d̃K =

Se
t (K)− Sl

t(K)

Se
t (K) + Sl

t(K)
.

Note that without a high gain signal capture setup, the KF relies on non-zero user activity to remain in a locked state. However,
as can be seen from Figure 3, the received signal power is non-stationary. Therefore, in intervals were no user activity is present,
the KF must at least have a rough estimate of the Doppler rate and code phase rate. This is to allow the filter to propagate the
dynamic model and remain in a locked state when frame activity returns. Define ˆ̈

θK and ˆ̇
dK as the estimates of the Doppler

rate and code rate, respectively. Linear regression is used to estimate these variables from the last N KF estimates of dK and



θ̇K that satisfy the condition Sp(K) > λ, where N and λ are both tunable parameters. These estimates allow continuous KF
tracking with non-stationary user activity.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents experimental tracking and positioning results that can be achieved with the presented framework. To
this end a stationary NI-USRP X-410 was set to record the Starlink downlink channel from 4 different LNBs with the carrier
frequency fc set to 11.325 GHz, the sampling frequency Fs was set to 2.5 MHz, and the total recording duration was set to
1500 seconds. The LNBs were placed in a rhombus formation so that Starlink SV signals can be captured from all directions.
Figure 5(a) shows the tracked Doppler versus TLE + SGP4 generated Doppler measurements.

N
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E

Figure 5: (a) Reciever tracked Doppler vs. TLE + SGP4 estimated Doppler.(b) Skyplot of tracked Starlink LEO SVs.

1. Measurement Model
The tracked Doppler measurements were integrated to generate carrier phase observables, calculated as

Φs(K) ≜
cMTsub

2πfc

K−1∑
i=0

ˆ̇
θi, (9)

where s ∈ [1, S] denotes the SV index, c is the speed-of-light, and S is the total number of tracked SVs. The carrier phase
model is expressed as

Φs(K) = ∥rr − rs(K)∥2 + δts(K) +Ns + vs(K), (10)

where rr ≜ [xr, yr, zr]
T is the receiver’s 3D position; rs ≜ [xs, ys, zs]

T is the 3D position of the s-th SV; δts(K) is a term
modeling the lumped effects of clock errors and atmospheric delays; Ns is the carrier phase ambiguity of the s-th SV; vs is
the discrete-time measurement noise modeled as zero-mean white whose variance is derived from the estimation covariance of
the KF. Note that in order to simplify the formulation of the nonlinear least-squares (NLS) filter, this model assumes that the
signal time-of-flight has negligible effect on the SVs’ positions and clock biases. Furthermore, δs(K) and Ns are lumped and
approximated by their first-order TSE to rewrite (10) as

Φs(K) ≈ ∥rr − rs(k)∥2 + as + bsK(MTsub) + vs(K),

where as and bs are the zeroth- and first-order TSE coefficients.



2. Positioning Filter

Define a state vector x ≜
[
rr

T, a1, b1, . . . , aS , bS
]T where the total number of tracked SVs is S = 10. Let, Φ(K) denote the

carrier phase measurements available from all S SVs at time instant K stacked into a column. Let, z denote the column vector
containing Φ(K) for every available K. Then, one can readily write the measurement model z = h(x) + v where h(x) is a
nonlinear vector function mapping the state space to the measurement space, and v is the measurement noise vector. At this
point, the SV positions are propagated using TLE + SGP4. It is important to note that the TLE epoch time was adjusted such
that it minimizes the range residuals for each SV to account for ephemeris timing errors. Finally, an NLS is used to estimate
the stationary receivers true position. The solution results are shown in Figure 6. The initial position estimate was set 100 km
away from the receiver’s true position, and the final 2D error converged to within 21.2 m.
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Figure 6: (a) Starlink LEO SVs’ trajectories, (b) initial estimate distance from ground truth, and (c) final positioning solution and errors.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper considered acquisition and tracking of Starlink LEO signals in low SNR regime, enabling exploitation of such
signals for opportunistic PNT. Coherence conditions for which Starlink’s signals can be blindly tracked in low SNR regime were
derived. The full-bandwidth Starlink beacon was estimated, and a time-bandwidth analysis of this beacon was presented. A
KF-based tracking loop was proposed for joint code and carrier phase tracking. Experimental results were presented showing
successful Doppler tracking of 10 Starlink LEO SVs with a stationary receiver in low SNR regime. The Doppler observables
were fused in a batch NLS estimator to yield a 2D positioning error of 21.2 m, starting from an initial estimate 100 km away
from the receiver’s true position.
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